IN THE NEXT
ISSUE of c&a

Place your products in front of 17,000
crane, telehandler and access buyers
& users who will be reading the next
issue of Cranes & Access…

The issue will include features on:

Vertikal Days main preview

Ahead of the official show guide, we take a look at what to expect from Vertikal
Days in September. With the event becoming the main platform for new product
launches this year, expect to see a great new skyline of cranes, aerial work
platforms and telehandlers from all the major manufacturers, plus component,
software, training and other ancillary companies.

Boom Lifts

WE’re heading to

peterborough

There’s always plenty of new product developments with self-propelled boom lifts.
In this issue we will be looking at the latest trends and changing nature of the market.
Have you got any news or information to add?

Tower Cranes

The tower crane market has been one of the most dynamic crane sectors over
the past year or two and that is reflected in the abundance of new products
that have been launched. We report on these along with some interesting
applications from around the world.

Equipment for arborists
In this annual feature we’ll be tree hugging again bringing you the latest
equipment updates for this expanding market for powered access and taking
a look at some of the lifting and access methods used in the Canadian
timber forests.

Telehandlers
Yet another fast changing market, with the emerging
move towards electric, some totally new 360 degree
models and so much more. If you have any
telehandler news, we would love to hear from you.
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Every issue of C&A is also packed with our regular columns, news plus reader’s letters, books, models,
training, along with the latest news from the CPA, ALLMI, IPAF and PASMA. Whether you are looking for
local or global markets for these products you simply cannot do better than to promote your products in
Cranes & Access.

Ask us about our Special Advertising Packages advertising@vertikal.net
or call us on UK +44(0)8448 155900 or mobile +44(0)7989 970862

Liebherr
LTM 1110-5.1

c&a

The Liebherr LTM 1110-5.1 All Terrain crane was
announced at Bauma 2019 and this 1:50 scale model
made by Conrad of Germany has now been released. It
comes with a pictorial instruction sheet and requires a
few parts to be attached to the model.

The carrier chassis is detailed, and
the tyres have ‘Michelin’ in the
sidewalls. All axles steer with a very
good range of movement, and all of
the different steering modes can be
replicated.
The carrier cab has beacon lights
and very good detailing, and tiny
graphics are used on the model to
give an authentic appearance. There
are replica rubber skirts above the
wheels and the deck has multiple
ladders which can be rotated and
lowered to provide access. At the
rear there is a very good toolbox with
replica timbers stored inside.
The outriggers have graphics with
individual post numbers, and they can
support the model free off wheels.
The crane cab tilts and there is an
extending access step also. The
handrail on the superstructure can
be folded for transport or raised
when in service. The counterweight
is accurately modelled in separate
parts.
The large boom lift cylinder has a
plastic barrel
and operates
with a collar
that rotates and
clamps to lock it
any required rod
extension length.
Each boom
telescope section
has graphics
applied and there
are metal sheaves
in the boom
nose. The boom
sections extend
smoothly and
lock into place
at approximately
50, 90 and 100
percent.

plastic second section. It can be
installed in either the base length or
fully extended, and also has a ratchet
for setting the offset angles at 20 or
40 degrees. The main hook block
has three sheaves and a single line
hook is also included.

books & models

On the road
Detailed small decals
look authentic

This is a strong model which is
both heavy and robust. It is very
functional, and it is pleasing to see
the high level of detail achieved by
the addition of small graphics/decals.
It would also look great in company
colours. It costs €248 from the
Liebherr web shop.
To read the full review
of this model visit
www.cranesetc.co.uk
Cranes Etc Model Rating
Packaging (max 10)
Detail (max 30)
Features (max 20)
Quality (max 25)
Price (max 15)
Overall (max 100)

Tilting cab

8
26
18
21
11
84%
The bi-fold
swingaway
extension
installed and
offset

Decorated
boom sections

The bi-fold
swingaway boom
extension is a
very nice metal
lattice casting
with a solid
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